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in a war-torn calcutta of the 1940s, a secretive and violent city, it has a mischievous air about it. its quirky sights and sounds hiding a
secret in every corner. these are bloody times. a murder or two is the order of the day. world war ii is at its peak, and the sound of
the warning siren is as common as the clanging of trams. its also the year byomkesh bakshy graduates from college and lands his

first case. quite by chance. in a contemporary interpretation of war-torn calcutta during the 1940s, the film follows the first
adventure of byomkesh (sushant singh rajput), fresh out of college, as he pits himself against an evil genius who is out to destroy the

world. its his wits against the most villainous arch criminal the world has seen, in a world of murder, international political intrigue
and seduction. enter the father-son duo of byomkesh and sumitra, who wants to take on this case. the duo will follow byomkesh

throughout the 1940s. they will take us on a journey to establish that the skeleton is not a homeless corpse, but one that is enjoying
a well-deserved night out at a well-known pub. also, we will learn that how a skeleton becomes a mystery. the film will keep you
guessing till the end. the latter half of the film will take you on a roller-coaster ride. the film will pull you in. you will want to know

everything about the mystery that byomkesh is solving. byomkeshs past, as a writer of detective novels, makes him an expert on the
subject. and as he investigates the case, his past finally catches up with him. his family, and his surrogate family - the city of

calcutta, are separated by the war. he becomes nostalgic about the city and its people and returns to it for some peace and quiet.
but the calcutta of today has far less left to offer him. its a crime-ridden city and corruption is endemic.
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so the movie is neither a great detective story, nor a great
mystery. it is mostly a costume drama, with some

interesting characters. this is a film which can be enjoyed
on its own terms, and is worth a look. but you should know

what you are getting. onlinemovieshindi.coms idea is to
let viewers decide what, where, and when they most want

to watch. to implement it, we are constantly improving
and expanding the capabilities of the service, increasing
the number of links to movies, tv shows, and cartoons in

hd quality. the casting, the art direction and the
cinematography of the film is painstakingly done and

evokes admiration. the disastrous pacing, however, lets it
down badly. this movie is not supposed to be a

documentation of history. it is just a whodunnit, and
director dibakar banerjee seems to have forgotten this.

this is definitely a must watch film for thriller enthusiasts.
the twists and turns are unexpected and fun to watch.
detective byomkesh bakshy! has a fabulous sense of

humour and a romantic streak running in the blood. there
is a nice performance by the lead, sushant singh rajput. he
plays a young detective with an intellect to spare, who has

a knack for solving crimes. he doesnt quite fit into his
surroundings, but this eccentricity comes across as a
quirky character trait, making his detective persona
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endearing. the women in the film are two-dimensional, but
they add to the character of the film. there is a lot to love
about this film. crime is something that we are all aware

of nowadays. there are actually two types of people in the
world. those who commit the crime and the people who

watch the crime. well, in detective byomkesh bakshy, the
story is about the second group. 5ec8ef588b
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